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Optimizing C ++Prentice Hall, 1998
Written in an exceptionally clear style that doesn't skimp on technical detail, Steve Heller's guide offers several high-performance search and data-compression algorithms, which are all you need to add speed to C++. Early sections of the book address the advantages of optimizing C++, which the author considers something of a lost art. Instead of...

		

Click: What Millions of People Are Doing Online and Why it MattersHyperion, 2008

	What time of year do teenage girls search for prom dresses online? How does the quick adoption of technology affect business success (and how is that related to corn farmers in Iowa)? How do time and money affect the gender of visitors to online dating sites? And how is the Internet itself affecting the way we experience the world? In...


		

Williams Textbook of Endocrinology, 11eSaunders, 2007

	In your complex and dynamic field, it can be a struggle to continually integrate the latest scientific and clinical information into your everyday patient care. The 11th Edition of this beloved reference is the solution! Leading authorities provide just the right blend of scientific insight and clinical know-how to help you overcome any...






		

Deep Learning Cookbook: Practical Recipes to Get Started QuicklyO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Deep learning doesn’t have to be intimidating. Until recently, this machine-learning method required years of study, but with frameworks such as Keras and Tensorflow, software engineers without a background in machine learning can quickly enter the field. With the recipes in this cookbook, you’ll learn how to solve...



		

QoS and QoE Management in UMTS Cellular SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This comprehensive volume provides state-of-the art guidance on Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of end-user Experience (QoE) management in UMTS cellular systems, tackling planning, provisioning, monitoring and optimisation issues in a single accessible resource. In addition, a detailed discussion is provided on service applications, QoS...

		

Source Code China: The New Global Hub of IT (Information Technology) OutsourcingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Source Code China
The New Global Hub of IT Outsourcing    

Welcome to the new technology outsourcing services industry reality: China!     

The factors that point to a country's potential and success as an outsourcing destination inevitably lead to the one country that is rapidly becoming the new hub for IT...






		

Marketing Through Search Optimization, Second Edition: How People Search and How to be found on the webButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
How to use the Web successfully     

       This book guides readers through proven techniques for achieving and measuring success in search engine marketing (i.e. how to be the top of the rank), along with a review of the most important search engines and directories.

 Explains why and how marketers can and must optimize...

		

Mahara 1.2 E-Portfolios: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Mahara is a user-centred environment with a permissions framework that enables different views of an e-portfolio to be easily managed. These views helps you display your artefacts - text files, spreadsheets, images, and videos - in a way you choose and to the people you want. You can also create online communities and social networks through...


		

Mastering Sublime TextPackt Publishing, 2013

	When it comes to cross-platform text and source code editing, Sublime Text has few rivals. This book will teach you all its great features and help you develop and publish plugins. A brilliantly inclusive guide.


	Overview

	
		Discover efficient, keyboard-driven text editing
	
		Recognize the latest...







		

Observing the User Experience: A Practitioner's Guide to User ResearchMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
The gap between who designers and developers imagine their users are, and who those users really are can be the biggest problem with product development. Observing the User Experience will help you bridge that gap to understand what your users want and need from your product, and whether they'll be able to use what you've created.
...

		

The Algorithm Design ManualSpringer, 1998
Most of the professional programmers that I've encountered are not well prepared to tackle algorithm
design problems. This is a pity, because the techniques of algorithm design form one of the core practical
technologies of computer science. Designing correct, efficient, and implementable algorithms for realworld
problems is a tricky...

		

The Neural Simulation Language: A System for Brain ModelingMIT Press, 2002
The Neural Simulation Language (NSL), developed by Alfredo Weitzenfeld, Michael Arbib, and Amanda Alexander, provides a simulation environment for modular brain modeling. NSL is an object-oriented language offering object-oriented protocols applicable to all levels of neural simulation. One of NSL's main strengths is that it allows for realistic...
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